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Abstract: Novel methods for rotor position estimation
both at standstill and during running conditions are pre-
sented for switched reluctance machine starting free of
position sensor and hesitation. By applying a DC pulse
to the stator phase windings for a short moment (0.5
ms), the initial rotor position can be accurately detected.
Combining the accurate initial rotor position with a novel
rotor position estimation algorithm during running, the
switched reluctance machine can be started at any ini-
tial rotor position without starting hesitation. Critical
issues related to optimal model selection as the virtual
sensor are discussed in detail. Computer simulation and
experimental results are included.

I. Introduction

High performance switched reluctance machine (SRM)
drives require accurate rotor position both at standstill
and during running conditions. The accurate rotor posi-
tion is especially signi�cant for wide speed range applica-
tions where both magnitude and phase angle of current
have to be precisely controlled. Rotor position can be
directly measured by a rotor position sensor. However,
mounting the rotor position sensor increases the size and
cost of the overall system. The rotor position sensor is
also a source of unreliability in situations such as high
speed, high temperature or where electromagnetic inter-
ference presents. Another problem of using rotor posi-
tion sensor is the rotor starting hesitation associated with
the uncertainty of initial rotor position. The rotor start-
ing hesitation is strictly not allowed in high performance
servo systems. To remove the rotor position sensor, con-
siderable attention has recently been paid to indirect ro-
tor position estimation [1]-[9]. However, the rotor starting
hesitation problem remains in almost all rotor position
estimation algorithms thus far.

Critical issues related to high performance rotor po-
sition sensorless control of SRMs without starting hesi-
tation are investigated in this paper. Following the de-
tailed description of starting hesitation, model selection
for SRM rotor position estimation at standstill and dur-
ing running conditions is �rst discussed. Then, novel

methods for rotor position estimation both at standstill
and during running conditions are presented. Based on
the rotor position estimation methods, a reliable starting
procedure without rotor starting hesitation is proposed.
Computer simulation and experimental results are pro-
vided to substantiate the e�ectiveness of the proposed
algorithms. Conclusions are made accordingly.

II. Analysis of SRM Starting Hesitation

The rotor starting hesitation can be understood by
examining the following starting process with a rotor po-
sition sensor. To ensure the SRM to rotate in a desired
direction, the initial rotor position must be known. In a
SRM with a rotor position sensor, rather than measur-
ing the initial rotor position, rotor position initialization
(or alignment) is done before starting. In this case, the
DC bus voltage is applied to a stator phase (for exam-
ple, Phase A) for a brief moment to pull the rotor to
the aligned position with respect to a pair of stator poles
as shown in Fig. 1. After the pair of stator and ro-
tor poles are aligned, appropriate starting of the SRM
can be launched in the desired rotation direction. For a
clockwise rotation, Phase D is excited, otherwise, Phase
B. It is clear that during the rotor initialization process,
the rotor could move towards the undesired direction, re-
sulting in starting hesitation. The starting hesitation can
be found in other cases as well:
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Figure 1: An 8/6 SRM.
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� To pull a rotor with a large inertia into alignment
with the stator poles, the initialization current gen-
erally has to be large. The large current causes the
rotor to overshoot and vibrate around the aligned
rotor position, which usually takes more than 0.5
seconds resulting in substantial starting hesitation.

� Before the SRM rotor is pulled to the aligned po-
sition, the rotor may be in a neutral position. For
example, in Fig. 1, the rotor is in a neutral po-
sition relative to Phase C. If Phase C is used for
initialization, either rotor pole 5 or 6 could be at-
tracted to the aligned rotor position. In the worst
case, the rotor may be locked and never be pulled to
the aligned rotor position if the SRM is completely
symmetrical,

Many technical papers discussing the topic of sensor-
less control have been published but with no rotor start-
ing hesitation discussed. Similar rotor position initializa-
tion process as that in controlling SRM with sensor is
applied in most sensorless control algorithms. The sen-
sorless control methods could be based on either chopped
current waveforms [1], [2] or diagnostic pulses [7],[8]. Ob-
viously, the chopped current method can not be used to
�nd the initial rotor position at standstill, and hence,
to eliminate starting hesitation. On the other hand, by
applying diagnostic pulses to a phase winding, the rotor
positions at standstill and in running may be estimated.
However, the mutual coupling among the phases prevents
this method from being e�ective once the SRM is run-
ning at high speeds [9]. An open-loop method can also
be used to start a SRM [6]. Assuming that clockwise
rotation is desired, the phase excitation sequence should
be A-D-C-B-A according to Fig. 1 regardless the initial
rotor position. The open-loop method excites the phase
windings in the above sequence with the appropriate fre-
quency. After the rotor reaches a threshold rotor speed,
the rotor position estimation method then is activated.
However, like any open-loop methods, the above method
is sensitive to load conditions and unreliable. It can not
guarantee the elimination of starting hesitation either.

III. Sensorless Control without Starting

Hesitation

A. Model Selection for Rotor Position Estimation

As the �rst step to develop SRM sensorless control al-
gorithms without starting hesitation, the model selected
for rotor position estimation is critically important. The
general principles for most SRM rotor position estimation
methods are based on the measurement of phase current
\i" and ux linkage \�" (or phase inductance \L"), and
the pre-known magnetizing characteristics. That is, at a

given instant, if the phase current and ux linkage (or in-
ductance) are known, the rotor position can be uniquely
determined from the pre-known magnetizing character-
istics. Two types of SRM models are usable for rotor
position estimation. The �rst type describes a SRM in
terms of the relationships among phase ux linkage, cur-
rent and rotor position, and the second type uses phase
inductance, current and rotor position. The �rst type
is much preferred because the computation or measure-
ment of ux linkage is more direct and simpler than that
of inductance.
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Figure 2: Magnetizing Characteristics of an 8/6 SRM.

Fig. 2 shows the measured relationships among phase
ux linkage, current and rotor position for an 8 stator/6
rotor pole (8/6) SRM. In this �gure, except for the \*"
and \+" curves, the rotor position di�erence between any
two adjacent curves is 3o. Because the curves are directly
measured under the actual operating conditions, all fac-
tors including rotor positions, current levels, saturation
and mutual coupling are considered naturally. The top
and bottom curves in the �gure correspond to the magne-
tizing characteristics at aligned and unaligned rotor po-
sitions. If the unaligned rotor position is de�ned as 0 de-
grees, the \*" curve corresponds to the magnetizing char-
acteristics at 5o and the \+" curve at 25o. According to
the \*" and \+" marks, the whole range of magnetizing
characteristics of the SRM is divided into three regions;
Region R1 above the \+" curve, Region R2 between the
\+" and \*" curves, and Region R3 below the \*" curve.
From Fig. 2, it can be observed that every pair of values
of phase ux linkage and current speci�es a unique rotor
position. However, utilizing the family of �-i curves to de-
rive the rotor position, the estimation has very di�erent
accuracies in di�erent regions. In Regions R1 and R3, be-
cause the adjacent curves are very close to each other, the
rotor position estimation accuracy is low, and small errors
in ux linkage and/or current measurement can result in
a large error in rotor position estimation. In contrast, the
rotor position estimation accuracy is high in Region R2,
and small errors in ux linkage and/or current only re-
sults in a negligible estimation error because for the same
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amount of incremental rotor position di�erence (3o), the
curves are separated widely in the �-i plane. From the
�-i curves, it is also clear that su�cient current value is
needed for accurate rotor position estimation. Therefore,
a good estimation method should conduct the rotor po-
sition estimation in Region R2 with an adequate phase
current.

B. Rotor Position Detection at Standstill

From the discussion in Section II, it is clear that to
eliminate starting hesitation, it is necessary to obtain in-
formation of the rotor position without initializing and
disturbing the rotor at standstill. The method of elimi-
nating starting hesitation presented in this paper is based
on the initial rotor position estimation realized in the fol-
lowing steps. 1) Excite all phases for a very short moment
(0.5 ms). 2) Find the phase having the largest current.
3) Choose a phase next to the phase having the largest
current to be the optimal phase for the rotor position es-
timation. In theory, the phase either right or left next
to the phase with the largest current can be chosen as
the optimal phase. To avoid ambiguity, the right phase
is always chosen as the optimal phase in this paper. For
example, if Phase A has the largest current, Phase B is
chosen to be the optimal phase. 4) Compute the ux link-
age for the chosen optimal phase. 5) Estimate the initial
rotor position from a pre-stored magnetizing character-
istics table based on the current and ux linkage of the
chosen optimal phase.

The above estimation method has the following salient
features:

1. Estimation is done in the high resolution region:
Assuming that Phase C has the largest current
(hence, Phase C has the minimum inductance,
which indicates that the initial rotor position rela-
tive to Phase C is very close to the totally unaligned
position), then, Phase D will be selected as the op-
timal phase for initial rotor position estimation ac-
cording to the proposed algorithm. From Fig. 1,
it can be observed that the possible initial rotor
position relative to the unaligned rotor position of
Phase D will be between 7:5o and 22:5o. Thus, the
initial rotor relative to the axis of phase D lies in
the high position estimation resolution Region R2
as indicated in Fig. 2.

2. Diagnostic signal is su�cient: If Phase C has the
largest current, the current in Phase D will be large
and su�cient for accurate initial rotor position es-
timation.

3. Flux linkage computation is simple and accurate:
At standstill, the back EMF in any phase winding
is zero. So the phase current during the excitation

can be determined by the following equation:

i(t) =
V

R
(1� e�

R

L
t) ; (1)

where V is the DC bus voltage, R the phase re-
sistance, and L the phase inductance at initial ro-
tor position. If the excitation duration �t is short
(much less than the inverse of time constant R=L),
the phase current will increase linearly. Therefore,
the ux linkage in Phase D can be calculated by

�D(�t) = fV �
1

2
RiD(�t)g�t ; (2)

where iD is the measured current in Phase D while
�D is estimated at the end of �t. Notice that com-
plicated integration for ux linkage computation
is not needed here and a single step computation
achieves the ux linkage of interests.

It should be pointed out that to obtain accurate initial
rotor position, the duration of excitation should be ade-
quate to build up an appropriate amount phase current.
However, the duration of excitation should not be too
long, or the initial rotor position of the SRM will be dis-
turbed. In this paper, the current from the excitation is
about half of the rated current, and the initial rotor posi-
tion estimation completes in 0.54 ms. No extra hardware
is needed to �nd the initial rotor position.

C. Rotor Position Estimation during Running

With the known initial rotor position, it is straightfor-
ward to determine the sequence of phase winding excita-
tion to guarantee the desired rotation direction. An ap-
propriate rotor position estimation method is still needed
to properly lock the current duration relative to the ro-
tor position for the smooth rotation thereafter. The ro-
tor position estimation method proposed during running
condition is di�erent from the one at standstill and is
shown in Fig. 3. Two-level estimation is contained in the
proposed algorithm. The �rst level compares the cur-
rent in all phase windings and selects the phase having
the largest current as the optimal phase. The purpose of
this level is to select a suitable phase, so that the rotor
position can be estimated in the high resolution Region
R2. In the second or a more detailed level, the controller
proceeds to �nd the accurate rotor position based on the
ux linkage and current of the selected optimal phase.
The ux linkage integration can be implemented either
by software or hardware. In this paper, the ux linkage
calculation follows the discrete equation,

�(k) = �(k�1)+fV (k�1)�
1

2
R(i(k�1)+i(k))gTs ; (3)

where �(k � 1) and �(k) are the ux linkages at sam-
pling instants (k�1) and (k), i(k�1) and i(k) the phase
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currents at sampling instants (k � 1) and (k), V (k � 1)
is the command voltage applied to the phase winding at
sampling instant (k � 1), and Ts the sampling time.

To explain why during running condition, the phase
with the largest current is selected as the one for rotor
position estimation, Fig. 4 is given which shows the ideal
unsaturated inductance pro�le of an 8/6 SRM in terms of
rotor positions. Viewing Fig. 4, it can be noted that the
current in the phase with no inductance variation while
the rotor is rotating can not generate any torque except
for conduction losses. This implies that the phase current
should be controlled high in the increasing inductance pe-
riod and small or zero in the constant inductance period
so that high e�ciency operation of SRMs is achieved.
The increasing inductance period usually starts several
degrees after the totally unaligned position and ends sev-
eral degrees before the totally aligned position. That is,
the inductance period corresponds to the high position
resolution Region R2. Therefore the phase having the
largest current is selected as the optimal phase for rotor
position estimation.
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D. Control Flow Chart

Combining the accurate initial rotor position with the
above rotor position estimation algorithm, the SRM can
then be reliably started. Because the initial rotor posi-
tion is accurately found, no rotor position initialization
(alignment) is needed, and thus, the starting hesitation
is totally eliminated. Fig. 5 summarizes the control algo-
rithms in a ow chart for starting and continuous rotation
without using rotor position sensor. In the �gure, Blocks
1 through 5 are applied to estimate the initial rotor posi-
tion as explained in Section III-B. Block 6 determines the
phase which should be excite �rst to ensure the correct
rotation. After the initial rotor position is estimated, the
selected phase is excited for 200 �s to build up a current
before the rotor position estimation algorithm is activated
for running condition. This step guarantees an adequate
current being established so as to avoid poor estimation
accuracy. Blocks 7 through 9 are utilized to estimate the
rotor position during running. Based on the estimated
rotor position, Block 10 determines the switch status for
phase commutation.
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IV. Computer Simulation and Experimental

Results

Computer simulation and experimental investigation
were conducted on an 8/6 SRM. The parameters and
speci�cations of the SRM are given below.

P = 0:5 HP, VDC = 160 V, n = 3000 rpm,
R = 3:5 
, Lu = 21:6 mH, La = 138:3 mH.

where La and Lu are the phase inductances at aligned
and unaligned rotor positions, respectively. The mea-
sured magnetizing information of the machine is already
shown in Fig. 2. In the following discussion, if not other-
wise speci�ed, the rotor position is in mechanical degrees
relative to the aligned rotor position of Phase A. Fig. 6
shows the system connection for the SRM control. From
the measurement of DC bus voltage and phase currents,
the rotor position is estimated by the proposed estimation
algorithm. The speed controller compares the command
and estimated rotor speeds to generate the command cur-
rent, turn-on and turn-o� angles [10]. Combining all an-
gle and current information, the pulse modulator deter-
mines the gating signal to the inverter.
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Figure 6: System Connection for the SRM Control.

A. Computer Simulation Results

The algorithms for initial rotor position estimation at
di�erent initial rotor positions is �rst veri�ed and the
results are given in Fig. 7. The duration of excitation
is 0.5 ms. In Fig. 7(a), the actual initial rotor position
is arbitrarily given at 15o. Computer simulation shows
that Phase B has the largest current (3.5 A). According
to the initial rotor position estimation algorithm, Phase
C is selected as the optimal phase. From the current
and ux linkage of Phase C, the initial rotor position of
15:4o is estimated. In Fig. 7(b), the actual initial rotor

position is given at 34o. Computer simulation indicates
that Phase A has the largest current (3.1 A) and the
optimal phase is B. The initial rotor position is again
accurately estimated to be 34:1o. Fig. 7 also con�rms two
important assumption of the algorithm: 1) the excitation
current will increase linearly if the duration of excitation
(0.5 ms) is much less than the inverse of time constant
of the stator winding circuit (25.3 s); so the ux linkage
can be accurately calculated by the simpli�ed Eq. (2); 2)
the optimal phase has a su�cient diagnostic signal. For
example, the optimal phase has 0.85 A current in Fig.
7(a) and 0.70 A in Fig. 7(b)
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Figure 7: Excitation Current for Initial Rotor Position
Estimation.

With an arbitrary initial rotor position of 10o relative
to the aligned rotor position of Phase A, Figs. 8 and 9
show the computer simulation results during the starting
of the SRM. In Fig. 8, the curves from top to bottom are
the actual rotor speed, actual rotor position, estimated
rotor position and estimated rotor position error. When
the SRM is accelerated from zero to 165 rpm, the esti-
mated rotor position error is between -0.1 and +0.25 me-
chanical degrees. Fig. 9 shows the corresponding phase
currents and the optimal phase for rotor position esti-
mation during the starting process. During starting, the
turn-on angle is �xed at 5o and the turn-o� angle at 22o

relative to the totally unaligned rotor position. It can
be noted that the optimal phase is Phase C for the ro-
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tor position between 10o and 22o, Phase B between 20:5o

and 37:2o, Phase A between 35:5o and 52:2o, and Phase
D between 51o and 67:4o. Referring to Fig. 2, it can
be observed that all the rotor position estimation is con-
ducted in the high resolution region, R2, with the largest
phase current. So the estimated rotor position has a high
accuracy.
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To verify that the above rotor position estimation
method works reliably at high speed, the rotor speed is
�xed at 1500 rpm in the computer simulation and the
results are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The turn-on an-
gle is the same as before, but the turn-o� angle reduced
to 20o to prevent negative torque production. The rotor
position estimation is conducted for the rotor position
between 8:0o and 23o with respect to the unaligned rotor
position of the selected optimal phase. The estimation
error is between -0.1 and +0.2 mechanical degrees, as
shown in Fig. 10. Comparing Fig. 8 with 10, it can be
noted that the estimated rotor position has even higher
accuracy at rotor speed of 1500 rpm than that during

the starting stage because the rotor position estimation
is conducted in a better region in the �-i plane with the
highest resolution. The results also veri�es that deter-
mining the optimal phase is critical for the high accuracy
of rotor position estimation.
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B. Experimental Results

Fig. 12 presents the testing results from the simulated
8/6 SRM at di�erent initial rotor positions. The actual
initial rotor position is at 12o in (a), 25o in (b), and 40o

in (c), respectively. In all �gures, the top trace is the
rotor speed, the middle the estimated rotor position, and
the bottom the measured phase current. The initial ex-
citation and rotor position estimation takes 0.54 ms with
the TI TMS320F240 based controller. In 0.35 seconds,
the SRM is accelerated to 1200 rpm regardless where the
initial rotor position is. The experimental results also
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con�rm the computer simulation that the starting pro-
cedure described in Fig. 5 works well and can start the
SRM at any initial rotor position without any starting
hesitation. To verify taht the method is not a�ected by
load conditions, in the experiment, we repetitively stalls
the SRM by applying a large load torque to the rotor
shaft through the dynamometer; nevertheless, the SRM
recovers from stalling to the set speed as soon as the stall
torque is removed. Fig. 13 shows the starting perfor-
mance with a heavy load (70 % of rated torque). In the
�gure, the initial rotor position is arbitrarily set to 20o

degrees. Again, the SRM can be reliably started without
starting hesitation.

To verify the e�ectiveness of the estimation and control
algorithms in a more comprehensive operating condition,
Fig. 14 shows the 4-Quadrant operation of the SRM with
the proposed algorithms. When the rotor speed deceler-
ates from +3000 rpm (or -3000 rpm) to zero, the SRM
works in the regenerative mode; and when the rotor speed
accelerates from zero to +3000 rpm (or -3000 rpm), the
SRM works in the motoring mode. It is evident that the
proposed estimation and control algorithms are very ef-
fective over a wide range of operating conditions. Fig. 15
shows the details of the rotor position estimation perfor-
mance during speed zero-crossing. From the top to the
bottom, the traces show the rotor speed, estimated rotor
position, actual rotor position from optical encoder, and
actual phase current. It should be pointed out that the
actual rotor position is displayed here only for compari-
son with the estimated rotor position, and the control is
completely based on the estimated rotor position. Com-
paring the estimated rotor position with the actual rotor
position, it can be noted that the rotor position is ac-
curately detected during speed transitions including zero
speed. This result fully veri�es that the SRM works reli-
ably in 4-Quadrant operation without using rotor position
sensor.

V. Conclusions

Novel methods for rotor position estimation both at
standstill and during running conditions are presented in
the paper. By applying a DC pulse voltage to the stator
phase windings for a short moment (0.5 ms), the initial
rotor position can be accurately estimated. Combining
the accurate initial rotor position with the novel rotor po-
sition estimation algorithm during running, the switched
reluctance machine can be started at any initial rotor
position without starting hesitation. Both computer sim-
ulation and experimental results veri�ed that the control
algorithm guarantees the SRM a reliable and high perfor-
mance over a wide range of operation conditions. Future
work includes expanding the SRM capabilities of hesita-
tion free and sensorless control to the speed range up to
100,000 rpm.
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2.5 A/div.

.

.

Time (50 ms/div.)

e

Ia

Figure 13: The SRM Starting with 70% of Rated
Torque.

Time (0.2 s/div.)

2000 rpm/div.
ω

Ia
2.5 A/div.

Figure 14: 4-Quadrant Operation without Position Sen-
sor.
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